
BUDDHISM
By Dr. Michael R. Lanier

GENERAL
Began in Northeastern India (Nepal)—c. 500 BC
A time of social change & religious activity
Less Aryan (early Hindu) influence to hinder change
Discontent with impersonal Brahmanic (high-caste) Hindu ritual
Rise of Upanishads—hunger for transcendental knowledge
Seen as a heretical group splintered from Hinduism

EARLY HISTORY
Founder—Siddhartha Gautama (c. 563-483 BC)

Born son of King Suddhodana, king of Shakya nation
Confined to the palace to protect him from knowledge of suffering
Married at 16 and had a son

Influence
4 inspirations encountered while outside of the palace

An old man struggling to walk
A leper
A funeral procession
A poor young man who was content

Left palace & family at age 29—the “great renunciation”
Events leading to enlightenment

Studied under 2 Hindu teachers; taught him the Upanishads
Joined a group of ascetics; several years
Meditated under a tree for 7 weeks; several visions; achieved enlightenment

Historic Periods
6th-1st centuries BC—early scriptures, evangelism & schools
1st -6th centuries AD—more schools developed; evangelism in southern Asia
6th-18th centuries—Northeast & Southeast Asia
19th-present—adjustments due to colonialism

Regions
Southern and Southeast Asia—“southern transmission”; Hinayana school

Sri Lanka, Myanmar, Thailand, Kampuchea, Viet Nam

Northeast Asia—“northern transmission”; Mahayana school
Bhutan, China, Korea, Japan

TRADITIONS
Hinayana (“Small Vehicle”)—focus on who Buddha was; emphasis on monastic life

Theravada—
View Buddha as a historical figure
Honor rather than worship Buddha
Deliverance from rebirth cycle (samsara) through self-denial & meditation

Mahasanghikas—focus on Buddha as a spiritual cosmic figure

Mahayana (“Great Vehicle”)—view Buddha in larger-than-life terms
Wider appeal; largest group
Pantheon of Buddhas & Buddhist teachers
Buddha is a world-filling spiritual presence
“More than a mere mortal, the Buddha was a saving figure whose compassion filled the
universe and whose grace was available to all who asked.”—Renard, 310.
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Vajrayana (“Thunderbolt Vehicle”)—also known as Tantric Buddhism
Combines shamanism & folk religion
Esoteric interpretations
“Visualization techniques and highly developed forms of chanting assist the meditator
toward union with the divine center.”—Renard, 336

HOLY WRITINGS
Earliest texts—collections of Buddha’s oral teachings; known as “baskets”

Vinaya Pitaka—rules of monastic disciplines
Sutra Pitaka—speeches
Adhidharma Pitaka—theoretical interpretations

Tripitaka—earliest collection canonized in 250 BC

“Unlike Hindu scriptures, written by countless nameless sages, Buddhist writings are either
in the name of the Buddha or refer to his teachings.”—Braswell, 51

BELIEFS & PRACTICES
“There is . . . a continual succession of becoming . . . . There is no soul, no ego. Behind these
truths there is no belief in a deity or deities. There are no prayers to the gods. There is no
reliance upon external help. The Buddha taught that one should work out one’s own
salvation.”—Braswell, 53

Middle Path
Buddha nearly killed himself through Hindu asceticism
Path is between asceticism & hedonism; seeks a balance

Devotion
Buddha taught to live as a monk was ideal
Must observe 227 rules
Laity must support monks; reduces karma
Vows are not for a lifetime

Four Noble Truths of Enlightenment
Life is difficult
Hardship/suffering comes through attachment to inappropriate things
Avoid inappropriate attachments to prevent suffering
To avoid inappropriate attachments one must follow the Eightfold Noble Path

Right beliefs & resolves
Right views
Right resolves

Moral life
Right speech
Right conduct
Right occupation

Disciplined life of reflection & thought
Right endeavor
Right mindfulness
Right meditation

Meditation
Principal components—tranquility & insight

“Attaining a measure of tranquility is a process of disciplined concentration in which
the meditator gradually withdraws from sensory input through nineteen successive
stages of attentiveness and reflection.”—Renard, 357
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“Insight meditation involves the discipline of observing sensory input with perfect
mindfulness in order to arrive at genuine wisdom.”—ibid

Existence
There is no self-soul (Hindu atman)
Desirable things have no soul; therefore there is no reason to desire them
No one can be set free as long as he holds to the idea of self—“I,” “me,” “mine”

Death
The dead are usually cremated or buried
Souls can wonder until ceremonies are performed
Ceremonies intended to insure a smooth transfer into the next rebirth

CULTURAL INFLUENCE
American Culture (Wuthnow & Cadge study, 2002-2003)

Over 14% of Americans claim to have been influenced by Buddhism
87% of people claiming influence declare the influence to be significant
Vast majority claim the influence to be positive
Influence is growing annually

Radicalism

Hostility Toward Christians

CHRISTIAN WITNESS
Christian Focus

God is Spirit
God is transcendent & immanent
God is holy & perfect
God is love, truth & personal
God is forgiving

God’s provision for salvation
Historical truth of Jesus’ birth, ministry, sacrifice & resurrection

Devotion to Jesus Christ

Common Ground
Gods

Challenged the use of rituals
Gods might exist but are powerless to solve the human predicament
Classical Buddhism does not reference an Ultimate Reality (Hinduism)

Revelation
Entrusted to each individual
Achieved through meditation

Karma
Spiritualized the Hindu law of karma; choice and intent are more important
Must purify from self-centeredness

Angels
Retained the semi-divine spirits of Hinduism
Dharmapalas (“Guardians of the Teaching”)—guardian angels

Demons
Unethical people can be reborn as asuras (“earth demons”)
None are powerful enough to destroy humans
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Exorcism—family member serves as a medium to the spirit world

Miracles
None attributed to Buddha
Apocryphal accounts developed years after his death

Messianic figures
Hierarchy of Buddhas & Bodhisattvas (“saviors”)
Maitreya “the Benevolent One”

The hope for all humanity
Will arrive 5,000 years after the last Buddha (Siddhartha Gautama)

Amitab—similar; associated with “Pure Land” Buddhism

Afterlife
Realm of Desire

Encompasses innumerable hells through numerous levels of paradise
Each level is suited to particular desires attached in life

Realm of Form
The senses of taste, touch, smell are left behind
Refinement through remaining senses & contemplation
16-18 heavens

Realm of Non-Form
The senses of sight & sound are left behind
Advancement is made through meditation
4 heavens
Nirvana—final achievement

Reincarnation—women must be reborn as men before they can reach finality

Discussion Questions
How in-depth should you know Buddhist beliefs and culture when sharing your faith?
What are the most important aspects of Buddhism that should be addressed?
How much stress should be given to comparing parallels between Christianity and

Buddhism?
How would you witness to a Buddhist?


